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Laser probing of Cooper-paired trapped atoms
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We consider a gas of trapped Cooper-paired fermionic atoms that are manipulated by laser light. The laser
induces a transition from an internal state with large negative scattering length~superfluid! to one with weaker
interactions~normal gas!. We show that the process can be used to detect the presence of the superconducting
order parameter. Also, we propose a direct way of measuring the size of the gap in the trap. The efficiency and
feasibility of this probing method is investigated in detail in different physical situations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments on cooling and trapping fermionic
oms have opened up new opportunities for studying fun
mental quantum statistical and many-body physics. Trap
fermionic 40K atoms were cooled down to temperatures
which the Fermi degeneracy sets in@1#. Two lithium isotopes
were trapped simultaneously in a magneto-optical trap in@2#
and optical trapping of fermionic lithium has been achiev
as well @3#. The richness of the internal energy structure
the atoms and the possibility to accurately and efficien
manipulate these energy states by laser light and magn
fields allow excellent control of these gases. Furthermo
atomic gases are dilute and weakly interacting, thus offer
the ideal tool for developing and experimentally testing th
ries of many-body quantum physics.

The degenerate Fermi gas is expected to show many
teresting phenomena in its thermodynamics@4#, excitation
spectrum@5–8#, collisional dynamics@9#, and scattering of
light @1,10,11#. A major goal is to observe the predicte
@12,13# BCS transition for fermionic atoms; this would com
pare to the experimental realization of atomic Bose-Eins
condensates@14#. It is still, however, an open question ho
to observe the BCS transition, because the value of the
perconducting order parameter~gap! is expected to be sma
and the existence of the order parameter does not sig
cantly change the density profile and other bulk propertie
the gas.

There are several proposals for measuring the super
ducting order parameter. Off-resonant light scattering a
probe was proposed in@15,16#. Superfluidity is predicted to
effect both the spectral and spatial distribution of the sc
tered light. In@17#, superfluidity was found to increase th
optical line shift and linewidth. Also nonoptical phenomen
such as collective and single-particle excitations, have b
proposed to be used for observing the BCS transition@18–
22#. Probing by a magnetic field was considered in@23#.

The use of on-resonant light as a probe for the order
rameter was proposed in@24#. The basic idea is to transfe
atoms from one internal~hyperfine! state for which the atoms
are Cooper-paired to another state for which the interato
interaction is not strong enough to lead to a BCS state. T
1050-2947/2001/64~3!/033609~10!/$20.00 64 0336
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effectively creates a superconducting—normal state interf
across which the atomic population can move. There i
conceptual analogy to electron tunneling from a superc
ducting metal to a normal one that is used to measure the
and the density of states for Cooper-paired electrons@25#.
The tunability of the interaction strengths that is required
this scheme is obtained by the use of magnetic fields. T
allows us to manipulate the scattering lengths between at
in different internal states; see, e.g., the recent experime
results concerning optically trapped fermionic lithium atom
@3# and the theoretical predictions for40K @26#.

The basic idea in the proposal@24# is that the absorption
peak is shifted and becomes asymmetric because of the
istence of the gap; the laser has to provide energy for bre
ing the Cooper pairs in order to transfer atoms from
paired state to the unpaired one. This behavior is, howe
strongly influenced by the specific physical situation. In th
paper, we investigate in detail how the choice of chemi
potentials for the superfluid and the normal state, and
choice of the interaction strengths and laser profiles, af
the absorption. We also compare the results in the cases
homogeneous system and a trapped gas. In Sec. II, we in
duce the considered system. The linear response of the
for a light probe is derived in Sec. III, both for a homog
neous and a trapped gas. In Sec. IV, the various parame
that affect the observed absorption are discussed. In Se
numerical results are presented for the limit when the la
beam profile can be considered a constant. A beam pro
with nonzero intensity only in a small volume in the midd
of the trap is considered in Sec. VI. This case is very int
esting because then only the center of the trap is prob
Thus the order parameter seen by the laser is almost
stant, and indeed we find a remarkable agreement with
results predicted for a homogeneous system. We finally s
marize the results in Sec. VII.

II. THE SUPERCONDUCTOR –NORMAL STATE
INTERFACE

We consider atoms with three internal states available,
ue&, ug&, and ug8&. They are chosen so that the interacti
between atoms in statesug& andug8& is relatively strong and
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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their chemical potentials are nearly equal so thatug& andug8&
can be assumed to be Cooper-paired. All other interact
are small enough and/or the chemical potentials of the
responding states are different enough in order to ass
that theue& atoms are in a normal state@12#. The laser fre-
quency is chosen to transfer the population betweenue& and
ug&, but is not in resonance with any transition that cou
move population away from the stateug8&.

For small intensities, the laser interaction can be treate
a perturbation, the unperturbed states being the normal
the superconducting state. The transfer of atoms fromug& to
ue& is then analogous to tunneling of electrons from a norm
metal to a superconductor induced by an external volta
which can be used as a method to probe the gap and
density of states of the superconductor@25#. In our case, the
tunneling is between two internal states rather than two s
tial regions. This resembles the idea of internal Joseph
oscillations in two-component Bose-Einstein condensa
@27#. Figure 1 illustrates the basic idea. The observable
rying essential information about the superconducting sta
the change in the population of the stateue&, we call this the
currentI.

We define a two-component fermion field,

c~x!5S ce~x!

cg~x!
D , ~1!

wherece andcg fulfill standard fermionic commutation re
lations. The fieldsce/g can be expanded using some ba
functions~e.g., plane waves or trap wave functions! and cor-
responding creation and annihilation operators:ce/g(x)
5( j cj

e/gf j
e/g(x). The annihilation and creation operators fu

fill $ci
e†,cj

g%50 and$ci
e/g† ,cj

e/g%5d i j . The two components
of the field, corresponding to the internal statesue& and ug&,
are coupled by a laser. This can be either a direct excita
or a Raman process; we denote the atomic energy level
ferenceva (\[1), the laser frequencyvL , and the wave
vectorkL ; in the case of a Raman process, these are effec
quantities. In the rotating-wave approximation, the Ham
tonian reads

FIG. 1. Probing of the gap in a gas of attractively interacti
cold fermionic atoms.~a! Laser excitation with the couplingV and
the detuningD transfers a Cooper-paired atom from the intern
stateug& to the stateue&. ~b! The other atom in the initial Coope
pair becomes an excitation in the BCS state, therefore the laser
also provide the additional gap energyDG . In this picture, the
Fermi levelsmg andme for the internal states have been chosen
be different from each other but they could also be equal.
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H5He1Hgg81
D

2E d3xc†~x!szc~x!

1E d3x c†~x!S 0 V~x!

V* ~x! 0 Dc~x!. ~2!

HereD5va2vL is the ~effective! detuning andV(x) con-
tains the spatial dependence of the laser field multiplied
the ~effective! Rabi frequency. The Hamiltonian for theug&
and ug8& atoms reads

Hgg85E dx (
a5g,g8

Fca
†~x!S 2

¹2

2m
1U0~x!

1gea^ce
†~x!ce~x!&2maDca~x!G

1ggg8E dx cg
†~x!cg8

†
~x!cg8~x!cg~x!, ~3!

where ggg854pagg8 /m is the interaction potential for
s-wave scattering between particles in the statesug& and
ug8&, and gea54paea /m is that betweenue& and ug& or
ug8&; agg8 and aea are the correspondings-wave scattering
lengths. The interaction of theug& and ug8& atoms with the
ue& atoms is treated within the mean-field~Hartree! approxi-
mation. Using the usual BCS theory, the last line of Eq.~3!
decomposes into two kinds of terms:~i! those that lead to
potential terms of the Hartree field formW(x)
5ggg8^cg

†(x)cg(x)&, and ~ii ! contributions that produce th
superconducting order parameter~gap! DG(x). Care has to
be taken when calculatingDG(x) because of the renorma
ization of the interaction potential~for more details, see
@28#!. The possible spatial inhomogeneity, e.g., from the t
potential is contained inU0(x), and ma are the chemical
potentials. The Hamiltonian for thee state is given by

He5E dx ce
†~x!S 2

¹2

2m
1U0~x!2me

1 (
a5g,g8

gea^ca
†~x!ca~x!& Dce~x!. ~4!

III. THE CURRENT

The observable carrying essential information about
superconducting state is the rate of change in population
the ue& state. We may call it, after the electron tunnelin
analogy, the current

I ~ t !52^Ṅe&,

whereNe5*d3x ce
†(x)ce(x). The currentI (t) is calculated

considering the tunneling part of the Hamiltonian,

HT5H2@He1Hgg81D/2~Ne2Ng!#, ~5!

as a perturbation; the currentI becomes the first-order re
sponse to the external perturbation caused by the laser

l

ust
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LASER PROBING OF COOPER-PAIRED TRAPPED ATOMS PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 033609
calculate it both in the homogeneous case and in the cas
harmonic confinement. The calculations are done in
grand-canonical ensemble, therefore the chemical poten
mg andme are introduced. They are defined as the derivati
of the free energy with respect to the number of atoms in
statesug& andue&, respectively. Also the detuningD acts like
a difference in chemical potentials, thus it becomes usefu
define an effective quantity of the formD̃5me2mg1D
[Dm1D. In the derivation we assume finite temperatu
but most of the results will only be quoted forT50.

A. Homogeneous case

The assumption of spatial homogeneity is appropri
when the atoms are confined in a trap potential that chan
very little compared to characteristic quantities of the s
tem, such as the coherence length and the size of the Co
pairs. In the present context, this assumption is also v
when the laser profile is chosen so that it only probes
middle of the trap where the order parameter is nearly c
stant in space; this will be discussed in more detail in S
VI.

In the homogeneous case the fermion fieldsce/g can be
expanded into plane waves. The Hamiltonian becomes

H5He1Hgg81
D

2 (
k

@ck
e†ck

e2ck
g†ck

g#

1(
kl

@Tklck
e†cl

g1H.c.#, ~6!

where

Tkl5
1

VE d3xV~x!eik•xe2 i l•x.

We calculate the current

I 52^Ṅe&52 i ^@H,Ne#& ~7!

treatingHT as a perturbation: terms of higher order thanHT
2

are neglected. Because we are interested in the curren
tween the superconducting and normal states, correlation
the form^ce

†ce
†cgcg& ~and H.c.! are omitted since they corre

spond to tunneling of pairs~Josephson current!. The current
can be written

I 5E
2`

`

dt u~ t !$e2 i D̃t^@A†~0!,A~ t !#&

2ei D̃t^@A~0!,A†~ t !#&%, ~8!

where A(t)5(klTklck
g†(t)cl

e(t) and cl
e/g(t)5eiKtcl

e/ge2 iKt ,
where K5H2HT2meNe2mgNg . The two terms in the
above equation have the form of retarded and advan
Green’s-functions. These are evaluated using Matsub
Green’s functions techniques, which leads to
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kl

uTklu2E
2`

` de

2p
@nF~e!2nF~e1D̃ !#

3Ag~k,e1D̃ !Ae~ l ,e!, ~9!

wherenF(«)51/(eb«11) is the Fermi distribution function
and Ag/e are the spectral functions for the superconduct
and normal states. We use the standard expressions@25#

Ae~ l ,e!52pd~e2j l !

and

Ag~k,e1D̃ !52p@uk
2d~e1D̃2vk!1vk

2d~e1D̃1vk!#.

Herej l5El2me , whereEl is the energy for a free particle
of momentuml and uk , and vk and vk are given by the
Bogoliubov transformation. Here we consider for simplici
the term proportional tovk

2 ; uk
2 is analogous. The laser fiel

is chosen to be a running wave, that is,V(x)5VeikL•x. The
term uTklu2 now produces ad-function enforcing momentum
conservation. Note that this is very different from the a
sumption of a constant transfer matrix ((kluTklu2→uTu2(kl)
made in the standard calculation for tunneling of electro
over a superconductor—normal metal surface@25#. The final
result becomes~assuming for simplicity that the temperatu
T50)

I 52pV2r~D!u~2D̃2v k̃2kL
2Dm!

3
v k̃2kL

2j k̃2kL

v k̃2kL
1j k̃2kLF12

kL

k̃
G , ~10!

wherek̃ is given by the following energy conservation co
dition:

2D̃1v k̃2kL
1j k̃2kL

50,

vk5Ajk
21DG

2 , and

r~D!5
V

2p2
ADG

2 2D2

D
12mg ~11!

is the density of states, which appears when the summa
over momenta is changed into an integration over energ

The laser momentumkL can be very small compared t
the momentum of the atoms, especially in the case of a
man process. By settingkL50, the result becomes, includin
now terms proportional to bothvk

2 anduk
2 ,

I 56pV2r~D!u~D22DG
2 12DmD!

DG
2

D2
, ~12!

where6 are forD.0 andD,0, respectively. The term with
the2 sign corresponds toD,0, i.e., current fromug& to ue&,
and the positive term corresponds to current fromue& to ug&.
9-3
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To understand the results in terms of physics, let us fi
consider the case of equal chemical potentialsDm50:

I 52pV2
DG

2

D2
r~D!@u~2D2DG!2u~D2DG!#. ~13!

In order to transfer one atom from the stateug& to ue&, the
laser has to break a Cooper pair. The minimum energy
quired for this is the gap energyDG , therefore the curren
does not flow before the laser detuning provides this ene
this is expressed by the first step function in Eq.~13!. As uDu
increases further, the current will decrease quadratically. T
is because the caseuDu5DG corresponds to the transfer o
particles withp5pF , whereas largeruDu means larger mo-
menta, and there are simply fewer Cooper pairs away fr
the Fermi surface. This behavior is very different from t
electron tunneling where the current grows asA(eV)22DG

2

@25# ~the voltageeV corresponds to the detuningD in our
case! because all momentum states are coupled to each o
The second step function in Eq.~13! corresponds to tunnel
ing into the superconductor. In this case, one has to pro
extra energy because a single-particle tunneling into a su
conductor becomes a quasiparticle excitation with the m
mum energy given by the gap energy.

When the chemical potentials are not equal, the situa
is more complicated, but the basic features are the same~i!
threshold for the onset of the current determined by the
energy and difference in chemical potentials, and~ii ! further
decay of the current because the density of the states tha
fulfill energy and momentum conservation decreases.

B. Harmonic confinement

In the case of harmonic confinement, the spatial dep
dence of the current is nontrivial. We define the total curr
as

I ~ t !52E d3x^Ṅe~x!&, ~14!

where

Ṅe~x!5 i @H,Ne~x!#5 i @V* ~x!cg
†~x!ce~x!2H.c.#.

~15!

No expansion in the plane waves or other basis function
made at this point and the first-order perturbation calcula
leads to a result with explicitly spatially dependent corre
tion functions:

I 52 Im@Xret~2D̃ !#, ~16!

where

Xret~2D̃ !5 i E
2`

`

dt e2 i D̃tu~ t !E d3x

3E d3x8^@A†~x,0!,A~x8,t !#& ~17!
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A~x,t !5V* ~x!cg
†~x!ce~x!. ~18!

The retarded Green’s functionXret(2D̃) is calculated using
Matsubara techniques. To perform the Matsubara sum
tions, the spatially dependent Green’s functions for the n
mal and the superfluid state are expanded using the
wave functionsfn(x) and the Bogoliubov–de Gennes~BdG!
eigenfunctionsun(x) and vn(x), respectively. The BdG
equations are the standard equations for describing inho
geneous superconductors@29#. This leads to the result

Xret~2D̃ !5E
2`

` de

2pE d3xE d3x8V* ~x!V~x8!

3@Ãe~x,x8,e!Gadv
g ~x8,x,e1D̃ !

1Gret
e ~x,x8,e2D̃ !Ãg~x8,x,e!#, ~19!

whereÃe/g are defined as

Ãe/g~x,x8,e!5 i @Gret
e/g~x,x8,e!2Gadv

e/g~x,x8,e!#,

and

Gadv
g ~x8,x,e!5(

n

un~x8!un* ~x!

e2vn2 id
1

vn* ~x8!vn~x!

e1vn2 id
, ~20!

Gret
e ~x,x8,e!5(

n

fn~x!fn* ~x8!

e2jn1 id
. ~21!

In taking the imaginary part of the expression~19!, we first
collect together all spatially dependent terms, which giv
real factors of the formu*d3x V(x)un(x)fm(x)u2 @we also
use the fact that the trap wave functionsfm(x) are real#.
Imaginary parts of the remaining terms give spectral fu
tions in the usual way. The derivation leads to

I 522p(
n,m

U E d3x V~x!un~x!fm~x!U2

3@nF~vn!2nF~jm!#d~jm1D̃2vn!

1U E d3x V~x!vn* ~x!fm~x!U2

@nF~2vn!2nF~jm!#

3d~jm1D̃1vn!, ~22!

wherenF is the Fermi distribution function at temperatureT,
vn are the BdG energies for the stateug&, and jm5Em
2me , whereEm are the single-particle energies for a tra
potential defined byU0(x) for the stateue&. Note that this
form does not lead to a simple step-function-type behav
like that in the homogeneous case. Due to the nonortho
nality of the trap and the BdG wave functions, transitio
between many quantum numbers are allowed and the
current is the sum of all these.

In the following sections, we use the result~22! to inves-
tigate the feasibility of the method as a probe in differe
9-4
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LASER PROBING OF COOPER-PAIRED TRAPPED ATOMS PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 033609
physical situations. The eigenfunctions and valuesvn(x) and
vn are calculated numerically from the BdG equations us
the pseudopotential method presented in@28#. We assume for
simplicity that the trap has spherical symmetry. The quant
numbersn,m in Eq. ~22! then becomeh,l ,m, with l ,m being
the usual angular momentum quantum numbers. The qu
particle ~QP! energies will only depend onh,l . The method
of solving the BdG equations is described in detail in@28#.

Note that the above derivation assumes that the B
equations are solved exactly. One can, however, also us
local-density approximation@30# where the chemical poten
tial of the superconducting state is assumed to have a p
metric dependence on position and one solves the equa
for the homogeneous case at eachx. In this case, the deriva
tion is the same as above butx is now a parameter and th
superfluid state HamiltonianHgg8 depends parametrically o
x. We may defineHgg8

x , which is the standard homogeneo
system BCS Hamiltonian but with an effective local chem
cal potentialmx[m2U0(x). The result for the current is
identical to Eq.~22! except that nowun ,vn are actually plane
waves but they have a parametric dependence onx via mx, as
doesvn . We may denote the current for a chosenx as I x.
The total current is then the average ofI x for all x.

IV. THE EFFECT OF CHEMICAL POTENTIAL,
LASER PROFILE, AND TRAPPING

The behavior of the current is strongly influenced by t
choice of the physical parameters. This gives us a conven
way to optimize the probing scheme as well as to investig
interesting physics such as the influence of the harmo
confinement. This is our twofold aim in the following.

Although, for instance, the laser profile can be chosen
will, there are a few basic restrictions in choosing the che
cal potentials and the interaction strengths between the a
in different internal states. In order for a gas of fermion
atoms in two internal states to form Cooper pairs, the in
atomic interaction should be large enough and the chem
potentials corresponding to the two states should be v
close to each other@12#. This is the condition we assume fo
ug& and ug8&. The stateue& is always assumed to have eith
negligible interaction with the statesug& and ug8&, or a con-
siderably lower chemical potential~smaller number of par-
ticles!. It turns out that not only the pairing affects the lig
absorption, but also normal interactions described by
Hartree field are crucial. This is illuminated by a comparis
of these two cases ofue& having a negligible scattering
length or a small chemical potential.

In real experiments, the gas is trapped in a harmonic
tential. We have derived results also for the homogene
case. These can be used in the case of very large traps
they also give a simple intuitive picture of the basic phys
in this system. We will show that indeed the trapping ha
considerable effect on the results. On the other hand, an
fectively homogeneous situation can be achieved by hav
the laser probe only the center of the trap. As will be show
this avoids certain problems arising from the nonhomo
neous potential and can give a very clear signature of
superconducting state.
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V. CONSTANT BEAM PROFILE

In this section, we present exact numerical results in
limit when the laser beam intensity can be well approxima
by a constant. That is, we takeV(x)5V in Eq. ~22!. As the
typical effective wavelength for the laser is much larger th
the extent of the trap for the relevant energies, such an
proximation should be good as long as the laser amplitud
constant over the whole extent of the cloud. We present
sults for two situations: the case in which there are no ato
initially in the stateue& and the case in which the chemic
potentials forue& and ug& are the same.

A. No ze‹ atoms initially

In the case considered in this subsection, we assume
we have initially only a gas of interactingug& and ug8& at-
oms. The laser beam then induces transitions to the hype
level ue&. To obtain clear results, we will assume that theue&
atoms see the same Hartree field as theug& atoms. This
means thatgeg1geg85ggg8 since theue& atoms see the Har
tree field from both theug& and ug8& atoms. Here,ggg8
54pagg8 /m denotes the interaction strength between
two hyperfine statesug& and ug8& and likewise forgeg and
geg8 . The parameteragg8 is the usuals-wave scattering
length for scattering betweenug& and ug8& atoms. Experi-
mentally, this situation could possibly be achieved by m
nipulating an external magnetic field, thereby tuning the
fective low-energy interaction between the relevant hyperfi
states to an appropriate value. In Fig. 2, we show a typ
example of the currentI (D)52^Ṅe&. We have used param
eters such thatggg852 l ho

3 v, mg531.5v, and the tempera-
ture T50, with mg denoting the chemical potential for th
ug& and ug8& atoms. Herel ho5(mv)21/2 is the harmonic-
oscillator length. For6Li atoms withagg8521140 Å @31#,

FIG. 2. The currentI 52^Ṅe& as a function of the laser detun
ing D for mg531.5, me50 ~in units of v) and geg1geg85ggg8 .
The dashed line correponds to the normal-normal current and
solid one is the normal-superconductor current, for which the p
becomes asymmetric and is shifted.
9-5
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this corresponds to;1.63104 atoms trapped in the state
ug& andug8& with a trapping frequency of 820 Hz yielding
critical temperatureTc;110 nK for the BCS transition. We
have added an imaginary partG50.1v to the quasiparticle
energies such that thepd(x) functions in Eq.~22! become
Lorentzians,G/2(x21G2/4).

Normal-normal current. The dashed curve in Fig. 2 de
picts the current when theug& and ug8& atoms are in the
normal phase. Since theue& atoms see the same Hartree fie
as theug& atoms and both of them are in the normal pha
the spatial part of the QP wave functions is the same for
two hyperfine states, that is,un andvn are replaced by trap
potential wave functions. Becauseun and vn correspond to
the probability of occupation on different sides of the Fer
energy, one has to do the replacement in the following w
for jn,0, vn becomes the trap wave functionfn , vn
5ujnu, and un50, whereas forjn.0, we havevn50, un
5fn , andvn5jn . Assuming constant beam profile@V(x)
→V#, Eq. ~22! then reads

I 522pV2(
n,m

U E d3x fn* ~x!fm~x!U2

3@nF~jn!2nF~jm!#d~jm1D̃2jn!.

Energies for the statesug& andue& were defined respective t
their chemical potentials, that is,jm5Em2me and jn5En

2mg , thus becauseD̃5D1Dm ~also, now me50), the
chemical potential dependence inside thed functions van-
ishes. The overlap integrals of the trap wave functions p
ducednm functions, and the summation over one of the
dices gives a simple expression withd functions of the form
d(D). The remaining summing over the quasiparticle sp
trum ~at T50) and replacingd(D) by a Lorentzian leads to

I ~D!522V2Ng

G/2

D21G2/4
, ~23!

whereNg is the number ofug& atoms trapped. One can als
derive this expression from the derivation of Eq.~12! for the
homogeneous case. Taking the expressions forAg and Ae
and performing the integration over the energye removes
one of thed functions, leading to an expression that is t
same as Eq.~22! but with un , vn , andfm replaced by plane-
wave functions. Then one can continue the derivation as
plained above.

Superconductor-normal current. The solid curve in Fig. 2
depicts the current whenug& and ug8& are in the superfluid
phase. We see that the maximum of the current is displa
from D50 and that the shape of the current profile is asy
metric. Both effects are quite straightforward to understa
The asymmetry reflects the fact that the current now is gi
by a sum of Lorentzians centered at different frequenc
since the QP spectra forug& and ue& are different and the
overlap integral in Eq.~22! does not give a simple selectio
rule. The shift in the center of the peak to negativeD is due
to the fact that in order to induce a transition from a lo
lying QP state in the superfluid, one needs to break a Coo
03360
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pair. This requires an additional energy given by the pair
energy of the QP state. As a fraction;Tc /TF of the particles
participates in the pairing and they have on average the p
ing energyTc , one can estimate the order of magnitude
the shift in the center of the peak away from its normal ph
valueD50 to beO(Tc

2/TF). Here,Tc is the critical tempera-
ture for the BCS transition andkBTF5mg is the Fermi tem-
perature for theug& atoms. For the present parameters,
havekBTc'2.8v, giving Tc

2/TF;0.25 in qualitative agree-
ment with the results depicted in Fig. 2. We have perform
numerical calculations for several valuesggg8 and mg , and
we find the general behavior as described in the present
ample. In all the tested cases, the current peak for the su
fluid phase is shifted away to negative values ofD and the
shape of the peak is asymmetric as opposed to the sim
Lorentzian shape for the normal phase. The shift of the p
is of the orderO(Tc

2/TF).
In order to enhance the effect of the pairing onI (D) even

further, one could initially also trap someue& atoms. As long
asmg2me@DG , theue& atoms will not Cooper-pair with the
ug& or ug8& atoms even thoughgeg or geg8,0 @12#. By hav-
ing the lower QP states for theue& atoms filled, there will
only be transitions between the QP states around the F
energy. Since these states are influenced the most by
pairing, the effect of the superfluidity onI (D) will be even
stronger than for the parameters relevant for Fig. 2. This
illustrated by Fig. 3, where we plotI (D) for the same pa-
rameters as above apart from the fact that nowme521.5v.
We see that both the asymmetry and the shift in the pea
the superfluid phase as compared to the normal phase
more pronounced than in Fig. 2. This is simply because
transitions deep below the Fermi level, which are essenti
immune to the effects of superfluidity, are blocked by fillin
up the levels for theue& atoms up to the energyE521.5v.
However, it might be somewhat more difficult to achieve th

FIG. 3. The currentI 52^Ṅe&. The solid/dashed lines are fo
the ug& and ug8& atoms in the superfluid/normal phase formg

531.5, me521.5 ~trap units!, and interactionsgeg1geg85ggg8 .
The asymmetry and the shift in the peak in the superfluid ph
compared to the normal phase are more pronounced than in Fi
9-6
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situation experimentally, as it requires the initial trapping
three ~instead of two! hyperfine states with a rather goo
control of the populations in each state.

One should note that it is important that the Hartree fi
seen by theug& and ue& atoms is approximately the sam
Otherwise, the wave functions and the spectra for theug& and
ue& atoms will be different even when theug& andug8& atoms
are in the normal phase. The overlap integrals will then
give simple selection rules and there will be a contribut
from many Lorentzians centered in general away fromD
50. Consequently,I (D) will not be given by the simple
formula in Eq.~23!. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where we
plot the currentI (D) for the same parameters as given abo
~with no ue& atoms initially!, apart from which we now have
geg1geg850.9ggg8 . As expected, the current profile
shifted away fromD50 and is asymmetric, even when th
ug& and ug8& atoms are in the normal phase. The shift
negative frequencies is easy to understand: The attrac
mean~Hartree! field seen by theue& atoms is smaller than th
attractive field seen by theug& atoms sincegeg1geg8
50.9ggg8 . Therefore, the trap states for theue& atoms in
general have a slightly higher energy than for theug& atoms,
and the normal phase current is shifted to negativeD. Figure
4 demonstrates that the pairing field still causes a gen
shift of I (D) to negative frequencies and introduces furth
asymmetry since the pairing energy still needs to be bro
to generate a current from the superfluid phase. This effe
readily visible since the Hartree fields seen by theug& and
ue& atoms are approximately the same for the parame
chosen. However, if the difference in the Hartree fields
comes too large, the spread in the signal is determined
this difference and any additional effects coming from t
pairing field are correspondingly obscured. In general, to
able to detect the presence of superfluidity using the sch
described in this section, one should haveDW!DG , where

FIG. 4. The currentI 52^Ṅe&. The solid/dashed lines are fo
the ug8& and ug& atoms in the superfluid/normal phase formg

531.5, me50 ~trap units!, and geg1geg850.9ggg8 . The current
profile is shifted and asymmetric for both the normal and superc
ducting phase, but pairing enhances both effects.
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DW5uggg82geg2geg8ur denotes the difference in the Ha
tree fields withr being the average density of theug& atoms,
andDG is the average gap.

We conclude that ifgeg1geg85ggg8 to a very good ap-
proximation so that the difference in the Hartree fields se
by theug& and theue& is negligible, the effect of superfluidity
on the currentI (D) should be straightforward to observ
The current in the normal phase is a simple Lorentzian c
tered aroundD50, whereas in the superfluid phase it
asymmetric and shifted away fromD50. Furthermore, the
shift in the center of the peak provides an estimate ofTc if
TF is known. Both the asymmetry and the shift away fro
D50 should be easily observable indications of the prese
of superfluidity. The effect is further enhanced if one initial
traps ue& atoms keepingmg2me@DG . In general, the
scheme described in this section requires that the differe
in the Hartree fields seen by theug& and theue& is smaller
than the average pairing field in order to obtain a visib
effect of the superfluidity on the current.

B. Equal chemical potentials

We now consider the case ofme.mg , where there is
initially many atoms trapped in the stateue&. Hence, to avoid
the otherwise interesting possibility of theue& atoms partici-
pating in the pairing, we assume thatgeg5geg850. In Fig. 5,
we plot the currentI (D) for ggg852 l ho

3 v, me5mg531.5v,
T50, andgeg5geg850. We have takenG50.1v. As can be
seen, there are several peaks inI (D) both whenug& andug8&
are in the normal phase and when they are in the super
phase. In both cases, the peaks simply correspond to
vidual QP energy bands overlapping.

To see this, we plot in Fig. 6 the corresponding lowest
energies for theue&, ug&, andug8& atoms in both phases as
function of their angular momentuml. As we are in the Bo-
goliubov picture, all QP energies are positive and measu
relative to the chemical potential. In the normal phase, ne

n-

FIG. 5. The currentI 52^Ṅe&. The solid/dashed lines are fo
the ug8& and ug& atoms in the superfluid/normal phase. Heremg

5me531.5~trap units! andgeg5geg850. The peaks correspond t
individual QP energy bands overlapping.
9-7
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tive QP energiesjn5en2m,0 are represented as positiv
QP energiesEn5ujnu with hole character. In Fig. 6, we labe
a hole state bys whereas a particle state is indicated by3.
In the superfluid phase, the QP’s are in general a superp
tion of a hole and a particle, which we label by1.

We see that when the Hartree field is attractive, a nor
phase energy band with a downward curvature in Fig. 6
hole band whereas a normal phase energy band with an
ward curvature is a particle band. The reason is that par
states with lower angular momentuml have a lower energy
for an attractive interaction (g,0) than states with a highe
l since the wave function overlap with the Hartree field d
creases with increasingl @4#.

The QP bands for theue& atoms are flat as they are th
simple unperturbed harmonic-oscillator states with energ
En5u(n13/2)v2meu. The lowestE50 band correspond
to the harmonic-oscillator states at the chemical poten
(n530) with angular momentuml 50,2, . . .,30. The inter-
pretation of the spectra is described in detail in@4,20#. There
is a one-to-one correspondence between the peaks in F
and the QP bands depicted in Fig. 6. For instance, the b
peak centered aroundD5v when theug& andug8& atoms are
in the normal phase corresponds to transitions from the h
filled QP band atE50 for the ue& atoms into the empty
~particle! band with 0.5&E/v&1.8 for l 50,2, . . . ,30 for the
ug& atoms in the normal phase.

We note that the peaks for the superfluid phase are sha
than the peaks for the normal phase. This is because
lowest QP bands for theug& atoms are almost degenerate
a function of l in the superfluid phase, as can be seen fr
Fig. 6. These states are strongly influenced by the pai
field, which ‘‘pushes’’ them away from the center of the tra
They are concentrated in the region between where the p
ing field and the trapping potential are significant@18,20#,
and they thus do not feel the Hartree field. Therefore, th
dependence on the quantum numberl is much weaker than in
the normal phase.

We have performed calculations for a number of differe
parameters and we have observed the general behavi

FIG. 6. The lowest QP energiesEh,l as a function of the angula
momentuml; parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.
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I (D) as described above. We conclude that when we h
me.mg and geg5geg850, the presence of superfluidity i
somewhat harder to detect as compared to the situation
scribed in Sec. V A. This is because the Hartree field tend
obscure any additional effect coming for the pairing. T
currentI (D) has in general many peaks corresponding to
energetic overlap between individual QP bands for theue&
and theug& atoms both for the normal and the superflu
phases. The effect of the superfluidity is to make the pe
sharper than in the normal phase since the pairing field te
to restore the degeneracy in the QP energies with respe
the angular momentum. One could therefore possibly de
the onset of superfluidity as a sharpening of the peaks.

VI. PROBING THE CENTER OF THE TRAP—AN
EFFECTIVELY HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM

We now assume that the laser intensityV(x) is large in
the center of the cloud and that it decreases quickly a
function of the distance from the center of the trap. Th
situation can be experimentally achieved by using a Ram
transition scheme with two perpendicular laser beams cr
ing each other at the center of the cloud. The profile of e
laser beam should be narrow on the length scale of
trapped cloud. Since the laser beams then effectively pr
only atoms in the center of the cloud where the Hartree
pairing fields are approximately constant, we would exp
the observed signal to be well described by the results fo
homogeneous system as given by Eq.~12!. From Sec. III A,
we conclude that, for a homogeneous system, the opti
way of detecting the presence of the pairing field is to ha
mg.me @see Eq.~13!#. In this limit, all low-lying transitions
far away from the Fermi energy and thus very little affect
by the pairing are Fermi blocked. The transitions contrib
ing to I (D) are all close to the Fermi level and hen
strongly influenced by the presence of the pairing field.
will therefore concentrate on the case in which the effect
chemical potential in the center of the trap is the same forug&
and ue&. As we will see, this case opens up the interest
possibility of directly measuring the size of the gap in t
center of the cloud.

We use the same set of parameters as in Sec. V B for
ug& and ug8& atoms. But now we assume that the intens
profile for the beam can be well approximated by a sphere
constant intensity forr<r 0 and zero intensity forr .r 0, with
r denoting the distance to the center of the trap. That is,
take V(r )5VQ(r 02r ) in Eq. ~22! with r 052l ho. From
Fig. 7, we see thatDG(r ).6v and W(r ).15v for r
<2lho. Thus, the effective local potential for theug& atoms is
mg;46.5v. We therefore takeme546.5v and geg5geg8
50 in order to have the same effective local chemical p
tential for ug& and ue& in the center of the trap. The result
shown in Fig. 8. Since the system is approximately homo
neous forr<2l ho, one could expect the current profile to b
well described by Eq.~13!, with me5mg546.5v and DG
56v. We therefore also plot the result predicted by Eq.~13!.
Here we takeme5mg546.5v and DG56v and we have
normalizedI (D) to a volume ofV54pr 0

3/3. We have taken
a rather large value ofG51v such that the discrete nature o
9-8
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LASER PROBING OF COOPER-PAIRED TRAPPED ATOMS PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 033609
the trap spectrum is washed out. Note that a finite imagin
part G of the QP energies corresponds to convoluting E
~13! with a Lorentzian of widthG.

As can be seen, there is a good agreement between
exact numerical result and the prediction based on Eq.~13!.
Especially, the current is zero for26v&D&6v as pre-
dicted by Eq.~13!, since one either needs to break a Coo
pair with pairing energy;DG(r 50) to produce a curren
into ue& (⇒D&26v) or one has to create a QP with ener
minimum;DG(r 50) (⇒D*6v) to generate a current int
ug&. The peaks in the numerical result reflect, of course,
discreteness of the trap levels. These peaks are quite larg
there are only'500 particles trapped in the regionr<2l ho
for the parameters given above. Clearly, these peaks ca
be reproduced by the homogeneous treatment given by

FIG. 7. The pairing fieldDG(r ) and Hartree fieldW(r )
5ggg8^cg

†cg& in units of v; parameters are the same as in Fig.

FIG. 8. The currentI 52^Ṅe& for mg5me546.5 ~trap units!
andgeg5geg850. The solid line is the numerical result obtained
the inhomogeneous case treatment but with the laser focused o
center of the trap, whereas the dashed line is based on the hom
neous case result Eq.~13!, with DG56.
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~13!, which, however, reproduces the general shape of
current profile well. If we had chosen a larger system,
individual peaks would be more numerous and smaller
the scale of the gapDG(r 50) and the agreement betwee
the homogeneous approximation and the exact result wo
probably be even better.

We conclude that by concentrating the beam intensity
the center of the cloud where the gas can be to a good
proximation regarded as homogeneous, the current pro
I (D) is well described by the results presented in Sec. III
An important result is that by adjusting the parameters s
that the local chemical potentials are the same@mg2Wg(r
50).me2We(r 50)#, one should be able to measure d
rectly the size of the gap in the center of the cloud. It
simply given by the threshold detuning energy below wh
the observed current should be zero: foruDu&DG the current
I (D).0.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The observation of the predicted BCS state in gases
trapped atomic fermions poses a double challenge. The o
parameter is small, thus a sensitive probe has to be fo
Furthermore, the trapping potential leads to the appeara
of in-gap low-energy excitations, which may make it difficu
to resolve the gap energy. In this paper, we have present
method based on the transfer of atomic population ove
superconductor–normal state interface. This interface is
fectively created by using a laser to couple internal sta
with large and small scattering lengths. The population tra
fer requires breaking a Cooper pair and the extra energy
this is provided by the laser detuning. The change in
atomic population as a function of the laser detuning th
gives information about the gap energy. We have derived
current of population both in the case of a trapped gas an
homogeneous system, and we investigated the feasibilit
the method in different physical regimes.

We found that, in the case of a constant laser profile,
clearest signatures of the BCS state are observed when
assumed that there are initially no atoms in the normal st
Furthermore, the scattering length between the normal s
atoms and the Cooper-paired ones is assumed to be a
half of the scattering length between the two Cooper-pai
ones; this causes all the atoms to see the same Hartree
In this physical situation, the effect of the BCS state is p
ticularly simple and clear: the maximum in the current
population as a function of the detuning is shifted and
peak becomes asymmetric. Although this would probably
the optimal choice, other initial conditions and probe para
eters lead to clear signatures of the BCS state as well.

To avoid the problems arising from the nonhomogene
trapping potential, we propose to probe only the middle
the trap. The order parameter is effectively homogeneou
the middle and the wave functions of the in-gap excitatio
are located away from the center. In practice, this kind
probing can be done by using two orthogonal Raman be
that intersect only in the middle of the trap. We have sho
that indeed this leads to a result very similar to the one in
homogeneous case: the maximum of the current is shi
exactly by the amount of the gap energy. This allows a dir
measurement of the gap energy.

the
ge-
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